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Teacher  Development Program

Bringing schools and engineering together

• INTRODUCTION – Personal & Public Transport

• The teacher development program provides current, industry related engineering 

context to the HSC engineering studies course.

• This module is part of a series of 8 modules providing relevant material to the course 

learning outcomes.

• The presentations provide a forum for teaches to network and interact with Engineers 

Australia.

• WE AIM TO BE A FACILITATOR IN SUPPORTING YOU. 



Teacher  Development Program

Bringing schools and engineering together

• Drop box

• We have created an “ENGINEERING STUDIES RESOURCE CENTRE” on Dropbox.

• This can be used by Teachers and Engineers Australia to share and communicate useful resources.

This Module



This Module



Student Learnings

The Syllabus-HSC Modules



Historical and Social Influence

The development of the steam engine had a major impact on society

The steam engine’s original application was industry – the INDUSTRIAL 

REVOLUTION



Historical and Social Influence

On 24 December 1801 Richard Trevithick, a Cornish mining engineer, took seven of 

his friends for a ride on his “Puffing Devil”, the first steam powered passenger 

vehicle. The resulting railway systems have had massive effects on society:

• The introduction of RAILWAY TIME (Great Western Railway in November 1840):

• Synchronisation of local times to introduce STANDARD TIME

• Society became DISCIPLINED

• Cultural divisions broken down and social exchange expanded

• First business corporations born (with the required management techniques)

• Nationalisation, imperialism and colonisation (e.g. Britain’s control of India)

• New land was opened up for settlement (e.g. the railways in the USA)

• Suburban railways and tramways resulted in the growth of urbanisation

• Flexibility in where we live - people could work in the city and live in the country



Historical and Social Influence

Steam engine operating practices resulted in 

the development of new locations for people 

to live:

• Water supply

• Coal supply

• Housing for staff



Historical and Social Influence



Historical and Social Influence

1864 – Velocipede or “Boneshaker” 2010 – Peugeot BK1 Concept Bike

• Chainless drive

• Carbon fibre frame <1kg

• Top Speed >133 km/hr

• Direct drive pedal crank

• Wrought iron frame

• Timber wheels with metal rims

• Weight = 27kg

• Top Speed = 13 km/hr

BICYCLE EVOLUTION



Historical and Social Influence

Driverless Cars:

Technologies already exists for the self driving car – with vehicles

sensing their surroundings using techniques such as radar, lidar, GPS

and computer vision with advance control systems interpreting this

information and responding.

Obstacles:

- Who is liable for damage and what is the legal framework

- Resistance for individuals to give up control

- Security concerns with hacking

- Loss of privacy

- Drivers being inexperienced if situations arose requiring manual driving

- Ethical problems with software being forced to chose a harmful course of action in the 

event of an unavoidable crash.



Historical and Social Influence

The move from DC to AC:



Historical and Social Influence

This has resulted in major improvements:

• Less maintenance

• Lower cost of operation

• Less impact on environment

• Faster transportation

• Improved comfort

• Improved safety



Historical and Social Influence

Growth of railway systems also impacted on the development of electricity supply

Newcastle's Zara Street Power Station 

was built by NSW State Railways 



Engineering Mechanics

Simple Machines

A machine is defined as a device for doing work. It allows

the operator to use less effort, simple machines include:

- Pulley’s and Pulley Systems

- Inclined planes

- Screw threads

- lever



Engineering Mechanics

Mechanical Advantage:

Is defined by effort, a mechanical advantage exists if the

Load is greater than the Effort.

No units as it is a RATIO

Example: Find the Mechanical Advantage of the lever below.

Load 1000N Effort - E



Engineering Mechanics

Velocity Ratio:

Is defined as the Velocity of the Effort divided by the Velocity of the

Load.

No units as it is a 

RATIO

Example: Find the Velocity Ratio of the lever below.

Load 1000N Effort - E



Engineering Mechanics

Efficiency of Machines:

Is defined as the Mechanical Advantage (M.A) divided

by the Velocity Ratio (V.R)

The Mechanical Advantage of a machine can only be found

by experimentation due to the losses caused by frictional

forces.

The Velocity Ratio of a machine is constant as it involves

distances and is not effected by friction.



Engineering Mechanics

FRICTION:

Friction is the Force (FR) that tends to resist motion between two

surfaces in contact. Friction is present in all machines – it will always

cause wear in the individual parts of a machine and to overcome 

friction energy is wasted. However without friction vehicles would be 

unable to move, stop or turn corners.

STATIC Friction ( FS) - Friction when bodies are at rest.

KINETIC Friction (FK) - Friction when bodies are in motion - Dynamic.

LIMITING Friction (FL) – The frictional force when the body is just on 

the point of sliding.

P = Applied Force 

mg = Weight Force 

FR = Frictional Force 

N = Normal Force



Engineering Mechanics

Normal Force (N):

The Normal Force (N) is a reaction force. It always acts

normal (at 90o or perpendicular) to the supporting surface. It

balances all the forces that have perpendicular components to 

the contacting surface.

Normal force = weight force Normal force = weight force + component of incline force



Engineering Mechanics

Coefficient of Friction (m):

Experimental evidence shows that the limiting friction is proportional

to the normal component, N. The coefficient of Friction is the ratio of

the limiting friction to the normal reaction. The coefficient of friction

gives an indication of the ‘stickiness’ of two surfaces.

• Coefficient of Static Friction (mS) – coefficient between two bodies that are at rest.

• Coefficient of Kinetic Friction (mK) – coefficient between two bodies with at least one moving.

• The coefficient of friction depends on the objects that are causing friction. The value is typically

between 0 and 1.

• A value of 0 means there is no friction (this is only theoretically possible).

• A value of 1 means the frictional force is equal to the normal force.

•NOTE: A coefficient of friction that is greater than 1 is possible, it results in a frictional force that is

stronger than the normal force



Engineering Mechanics

Angle of Static Friction (ΦS):

Considering the following free body diagram there

will be two reaction forces:

1. The Normal Force (N) that balances the weight

force (mg).

2. The limiting Friction Force (FL) that balances

the applied force (P)

A single force called the Resultant reaction (R) can replace the

two reaction forces.

The angle between the resultant reaction and the normal reaction 

is call the Angle of Static Friction (ΦS)



Engineering Mechanics

Angle of Response:

Considering the same body from the previous slide on an 

incline where the angle of slope is call the Angle of 

Inclination (θ)

When the Angle of Inclination (θ) is

equal to the Angle of Static Friction

(ΦS), the body will be on the point

of sliding and the friction will be 

limiting. This is call the Angle of

Response.

Using trigonometry:



Engineering Mechanics

Work, Energy and Power

WORK – The work done on a body is defined as the product of the force

acting on the body and the displacement of the body in the direction of

the force.

W = Work done (J)

F= Force (N)

S = Distance (m)

ENERGY – The ability of a body to do work. Many forms exist

including heat, radiation, electrical, chemical, nuclear……..etc. With 

mechanical energy we concider the following:

PE = Potential Energy

(J) m= mass (kg)

g = Acceleration due to gravity

(m/s2) h = Vertical height (m)

KE = Kinetic Energy

(J) m= mass (kg)

v = Velocity (m/s)



Engineering Mechanics

Work, Energy and Power 

(Continued)..

POWER – Is the rate of doing work.

P = Power (watts) 

W = Work done (J)

t = Time (s)

F= Force (N)

S = Distance (m) 

v = Velocity (m/s)



Engineering Materials

TESTING OF MATERIALS

DESTRUCTIVE TESTING – Mechanical testing that does permanent

damage. This testing is used to determine material properties as well

as type testing (one off and routine batch testing) for certain 

manufactured products and components. Test methods include:
- Tensile stress tests

- Hardness tests

- Fatigue tests

- Type tests

NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING – Mechanical testing that does not

damage the part/component being tested. This testing is vital in

determining that manufacture items have been satisfactorily built to 

meet the required specifications. Test methods include:

- Visual Inspections

- Liquid penetrant testing

- Magnetic particle testing

- Ultrasonic testing

- X ray

- Acoustic monitoring

Note: Typically destructive testing is used to validate the design whilst

ongoing non- destructive testing is used to validate the manufacturing

processes and the condition of assets as they deteriorate over time.



Engineering Materials

TESTING OF MATERIALS CONTINUED………

Examples of DESTRUCTIVE TESTING from the Rail 
industry:

Above: Fire testing on OSC train seats to

Australian Standard – moquette cover

treated with flame retardant. Cushion foam

includes graphite that sweats with heat.

Right: Cyclic cushion compression test.



Engineering Materials

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
A composite material is one which two or more different materials are joined so 

the combination will enhance the overall properties of the final material.

Examples include:
1. Man Made: 2. Naturally Occurring:

- CONCRETE

- ASPHALT

- CERMETS

- FIBRE REINFORCED PLASTIC

- LAMINATES

- WOOD

- BONE

Fibre reinforced plastic is a composite of a reinforcing material (glass fibres,

carbon fibres) in a resin matrix (e.g. polyester or epoxy). The reinforcing material 

provides the strength whilst the resin provides the matrix to bind and allow ease of

formability. Generally fibre reinforced composites have a much higher strength to

weight ratio of steel.

Benefits of Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP):
- Low material cost

- Good corrosion resistance

- Easily formed to complex shapes
- Low conductivity

- Good flame/smoke/toxicity

- Low mass

- High resilience
- Good repair ability and maintainability



Engineering Materials

COMPOSITE MATERIALS CONTINUED………



Engineering Materials

COMPOSITE MATERIALS CONTINUED………

Left: Filament Winding

Below: Industrial GRP

piping



Engineering Materials

COMPOSITE MATERIALS CONTINUED………

Sikh Dome - Sydney Telescope Dome - Hawaii



Engineering Materials

COMPOSITE MATERIALS CONTINUED………

Ballistic Panels – Personnel carriers Sonar Dome

– Collins Class Submarine



Engineering Materials

Transmission Tower Testing Station Conductor and Component Stress Strain Curves

Electrical Materials



Engineering Materials

Porcelain:

- Many years of experience

- Complete failure if used for target practice (which is 

a major problem)

Glass:

- Annealed toughened glass

- Higher tensile strength

- Higher electrical strength

Composite:

- Glass fibre reinforced epoxy resin rod - high tensile 

strength

- Silicone rubber sheds

- Much lighter and less cleaning

- Cockatoos a problem



Engineering Materials

Madonna claimed, “we are living in a material world”

She was correct, this is the age of materials:

• New epoxy and polyester materials being applied to electrical insulation

• New carbon composites being used to replace steel in overhead conductors 

(and earth wires now house fibre optic cables)

• Composite materials being used in structures

• Nano-materials being used to control electric fields in electrical equipment 

(circuit breakers, etc)

• Superconductors being used in cables and other electrical equipment 

• New materials for super capacitors (store electric charge and possible 

replacement for batteries in some circumstances)

• New materials to help in the monitoring of the “health” of electrical apparatus

The application of quantum theory will allow materials with specified properties to 

be developed



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• Power generation/ distribution developed in 

conjunction with the development of 

transportation systems over the years

• The NSW Government Railways was 

responsible for the generation and distribution 

of electricity in the Newcastle area and north

• In 1915 Zaara Street Power Station was 

commissioned to supply the city of Newcastle 

and the railways in the area – Zaara St was 

decommissioned in 1975

• From Zaara St electricity was distributed up to 

the north coast on 66 kV wood pole lines



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• It is interesting that transportation 

systems (now private transportation) 

are linking up with power systems 

again

• As electric cars become more 

predominant, the energy in the 

batteries of cars plugged into the 

power system will be used to support 

the power system



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• Public railway networks operate on 

DC and AC current

• Early train systems utilised DC 

overhead wiring (OHW) systems 

driving DC powered trains

• Even though the OHW systems in 

many railway networks are still DC 

(eg Sydney and Melbourne) most 

trains are now driven by AC motors –

inverters on the train convert the DC 

into AC to operate the AC motors



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• Comparison of DC and AC Rail Systems:

– DC powered rail:

• Older systems DC

• DC motor torque and speed controllable with technology available at the time

• Electronic inverters now allow us to control torque and speed of AC motors

• Modern trains on DC systems convert the DC to variable voltage variable frequency AC

• DC system causes electrolysis and corrosion on neighbouring systems and structures

• Rail must be insulated from earth

• More substations required



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• Comparison of DC and AC Rail Systems:

– AC Powered Rail:

• AC system does not require a separate AC feeder

• AC motors require less maintenance (squirrel cage induction motors do not have 

brushgear) 

• As AC system uses single phase, unbalance occurs on the three phase transmission and 

distribution systems requiring compensation

• AC locomotive has improved adhesion to the rail – AC locomotives have greater tractive 

effort than a DC locomotive of twice the weight



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• DC Railway

AC 

Feeders

Substations DC 

Supply/ 

Feeders

Rolling 

Stock

Structures/ 

OHW

Transformer

Rectifier

Circuit 

Breaker

DC Current 

OHW - Positive

Rails - Negative



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• DC Railway Circuit diagram

Three phase 

High Voltage AC
Transformer Rectifier

Mutiphase

Low Voltage AC

Circuit 

Breaker

1500 Volt 

DC Feeders and OHW

Train

+

- Negative Feeders



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• DC Overhead Wiring



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• Note that trains also get their power from rails

– DC Third Rail - DC Fourth Rail (London Underground)

–



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• AC Overhead Wiring

– The OHW system runs on high 

voltage AC

– Whereas DC systems run on 

1500 to 3000 volts, AC systems 

run on 25,000 to 50,000 volts 

AC

– The AC OHW system is also 

used as the distribution system



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• AC Locomotive



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• AC Locomotive

(Japanese Shinkanzen)



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• Electric Motors used in transport systems 

– Traction motor comparison

DC Motor - Brushgear AC Motor – no Brushgear



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• Motor speed control (DC):

– Speed is controlled by varying the motor voltage

– Direction is reversed by changing polarity of the field coils

Modern DC motor speed 

controlled by controlling 

motor voltage with an 

electronic

DC – DC converter

Older method



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• Motor speed control (AC):

– Speed is controlled by varying the motor frequency and voltage

– Direction is reversed by changing two phases of the three phase motors



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• Motor speed control:

– The speed of an electric motor is controlled by 

comparing the actual speed with the requiring speed 

and using the difference between these to correct 

the speed

C
o

n
v

er
to

r

Motor

Tacho

Power Supply

Comparator

+

-

Reference Speed

Actual Speed



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• Electric Vehicle (Car) Motors:



Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• Electric Vehicle Motors:

 

    

 

 

 

      

    

     

 

 

    

      

     

      

The challenge for electric traction motors: 

rare earth cost-levels and cost-volatility 

|  Comparison of IM & PMM in a hybrid electric car - Tokyo - July 2013  3 

Source: metal-pages.com, Kidela Capital  
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Engineering Electricity/ Electronics

• Electric Vehicle (Car) Motors:

– Most EVs use permanent magnet motors:

• Better efficiency over a wider speed range

• Precise speed control

• Less losses (loss from rotor bars in induction machine)

• Overall a more power-dense (i.e. smaller) efficient motor

– Move back to induction motors however:

• Unavailability of rare earths for the magnets

• BMW has now opened a factory producing induction motors 

for cars



Exam Q&A Examples

• What is the tension “T” in the handbrake cable when a force of 50N is applied to the handle

if there are no losses due to friction?

• What is the M.A and V.R when the losses due to friction are 30%?



Exam Q&A

A sled of mass 10kg is dragged up a slope of 15o at a constant velocity. If m=0.35. What is the force that

must be exerted on the rope to drag the sled up the incline?



Appendix – modern forms of transport

• Magnetic Levitated Train (Maglev Train):

– Motor for maglev trains is embedded in the track

– Track creates a traveling magnetic field beneath the train, which lifts the cars and propels them 

at 450-plus kph

– Train's on-board systems are powered by induction from the track

– Only the section of track under the train is energized 



Appendix – modern forms of transport

• Maglev Train



Appendix – modern forms of transport

• Electric Vehicle:

– Hybrid (battery + internal combustion engine):

• Extended range

• Still needs fuel

– Electric (battery only):

• Limited range

• No fuel needed

• Requires external changing



Appendix – modern forms of transport

• Electric Vehicle:



Appendix – modern forms of transport

• Vertical transportation:

– Elevators

– Escalators

– Moving walkways



Appendix – modern forms of transport

• Vertical transportation:

– The elevator:

• Design approach:

– Past experience

– Supplier standards

– Economic considerations

– Architectural considerations

– Limitation of design life/ maintenance periods



Appendix – modern forms of transport

• Vertical transportation:

– The elevator:

• Today modelling applied:

– Establish traffic patterns

– Determination of peak passenger demand

– Mathematical modelling



Appendix – modern forms of transport

• Vertical transportation:

– The elevator:

• Mathematical modeling:
» Round trip time (RTT) dependent upon

• Capacity factor

• Passenger loading and unloading times

• Average number of stops

• Door opening and closing times and transit time

• Etc

» Modeling then based on expected distribution of 

passengers



Appendix – modern forms of transport

• Vertical transportation:

– The elevator drive:

• Traction:

– Upfront costs higher

• Hydraulic:

– Energy costs higher 



Electrical Safety

• All of these vehicles use lethal voltages

• Only trained personnel are to work on them

• Remember the usual safety hazards of machinery:

– Stored energy in:

• Springs

• Batteries and capacitors

– Risk of accidental start

– Risk of falling



The Environment

New transportation technology is resulting in major improvements to the 

environment

Network Rail Electrification – Paddington to Bristol

London Crossrail

20 – 35% lower carbon emissions

No emissions at the point of use

Freight off the roads and on rail



Transport and Power

New methods of transportation and the supply and utilisation of electric energy 

has changed our way of living significantly over the past two hundred years

This will continue as new technologies and new materials are developed to build 

the transportation and power methods and systems of the future.



Summary

• Engineers Australia is your link with the Engineering Profession / Industry

• These Presentations and forums can provide important networking opportunities with 

other teaching professionals

• Engineers Australia can assist in providing exciting ways of presenting concepts with 

real world examples and applications.

• We encourage a link of support with exam assessors

• We emphasise that pathways to engineering exist for all students- Professional, 

Technical, Trade, VET



Pathways to Engineering



Engineers Australia is the trusted 

voice of the profession. We are the 

global home for engineering 

professionals renowned as leaders 

in shaping a sustainable world.

engineersaustralia.org.au


